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Abstract
Ensuring security of software and computerized systems
is a pervasive problem plaguing companies and institutions
and affecting many areas of modern life. Software vulnerability may jeopardize information confidentiality and cause
software failure leading to catastrophic threats to humans
or severe economic losses.
Size, complexity, extensibility, connectivity and the
search for cheap systems make it very hard or even impossible to manually tackle vulnerability detection.
Search based software testing attempts to solve two aspects of the cost - vulnerability problem. First, it’s cheaper
because it is far less labor intensive when compared to traditional testing techniques. As a result, it can be used to
more thoroughly test software and reduce the risk that a
vulnerability slips into production code. Also, search based
software testing can be specifically tailored to tackle the
subset of well known security vulnerabilities responsible for
most security threats.
This paper is divided into two parts. It examines promising search based testing approaches to detecting software
vulnerabilities, and then presents some of the most interesting open research problems.
Keywords: search based software testing, vulnerability
exposure, high dependability software

1 Introduction
A secure computer is one with wiped and melted hard
disks, switched off at all times, not connected to a network
and buried under tons of rock. Obviously, such a computer
would be useless; on the other hand, the absence of any of
these conditions may allow an attacker to exploit software
vulnerabilities and thus lead to security threats [37].

A vulnerability is a problem that can be exploited by an
attacker [37]. A slightly different definition is proposed by
the Mitre Corporation 1 as it focuses more on vulnerability
consequences: “a vulnerability is a mistake in software that
can be directly used by a hacker to gain access to a system or network”. The definition of vulnerability does not
require that a successful attack be carried out. If a network
application is shielded by a firewall it may be impossible
to exploit certain types of application vulnerabilities; however, the application remains vulnerable though the system
(application plus firewall) is not.
There are countless vital society infrastructures heavily dependent on computerized systems and software applications. From energy or water distribution, to transportation, communication or financial asset management,
everyday life depends on correct software behavior. In
critical software systems such as health-care, nuclear, or
aerospace software applications, a vulnerability may cause
severe threats to humans or severe economic losses. If they
occur at operating system level, in network or security applications, they can be exploited to gain administrator privileges, perform system attacks, access unauthorized data, or
misuse the system.
Software is flexible; it can adapt and evolve; software
applications can be connected to each other to perform sophisticated and complex tasks. However, software is also
labor intensive and modern applications are often so large
and complex that no single developer knows all the details or can predict all eventualities. Even worse, successful
software systems operate for decades, and often outlive the
hardware and operational environments for which they were
originally developed. In addition to size, complexity, connectivity and extensibility, it is also impossible to predict
how a software system should function in the future. Simply stated, it is very hard or even impossible to ensure that
1 See

http://cve.mitre.org/about/terminology.html

no vulnerability slips into production code.
Testing has traditionally been one of the main techniques
to contribute to a high level of software dependability. Testing activity consumes up to 50% - 70 % of software development resources. Fierce industrial competition, the need to
reduce time to market and the search for cheap software often limit testing resources. The problem is exacerbated by
the diffusion and complexity of modern web applications
where application interfaces may not be easily identified
[34]. For example, parsing HTML pages may not accurately
and completely identify application interfaces. Consider a
simple on line application where the user first authenticates
by using a static HTML form to enter user id and password,
then a specific user dependent page is generated to collect
further data (e.g., actions to be performed, new order details, etc), and finally, this information is processed via a
non user accessible and hidden interface (e.g., data base information update). In similar situations, only the first two
interfaces will be directly exposed to client code, and testing may have limited effectiveness since large areas of code
may remain untested due to lack of information.
Search Based Software Testing (SBST) [48] deals with
two aspects of the cost - vulnerability problem. First, the
goal is to break the code, which implies that an Oracle
is readily available. Thus fully automated testing can be
devised. SBST is far less labor intensive than traditional
testing techniques and therefore cheaper. Consequently, it
can be used to more thoroughly test software to reduce the
risk that a vulnerability slips into production code. Furthermore, it can be specifically tailored to tackle sub sets of well
known security vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow and
SQL injection or attack patterns such as privilege escalation.
The simplest form of SBTS is random testing and random test input data generation. These are appealing since
they can free developers from the burden of manually developing test suites. Their major drawback is a lower
fault revealing power with respect to other testing strategies [9, 20, 61]. However, when developing mathematical
functions where the input space cannot be structured, when
there is a lack of knowledge of the input domain, or when
testing for vulnerability detection (e.g., to prove communication protocol robustness), developers have to resort to
random testing. In general, random testing techniques can
be adapted to substantially reduce the manual effort needed
to develop test cases. For example, they can create an initial
set of test input data to be refined and completed manually.
SBST goes beyond random search and thus it often outperforms random testing; it is easily coupled with coverage
criteria or operational profiles, so it significantly increases
fault revealing power [25, 26]. Approaches exploiting random testing decrease manual effort, as does SBST, which
logically should do even better. This conjecture is supported

by empirical evidence [9, 25, 26]; however, no industrial
data have been published yet on SBST effort saving.
Traditional testing principles and adequacy criteria still
hold when SBST techniques are applied to vulnerability
detection. Below we will refer to Search Based SECurity
(SBSec) to identify the set of approaches and techniques,
possibly derived from SBST or SBST specialization, which
are tailored to expose vulnerabilities and improve security.
When applying SBSec a good test case exposes defects and
system vulnerability. In this context exposing vulnerability
implies producing input values that will crash the software,
smash protection (e.g., heap, stack, memory), give access to
privileged resources or confidential information, alter operating system schedule, increase user privileges and so on.
SBSec researchers should focus on fitness functions exploiting programmers’ attitude to trust user input, well known
vulnerable APIs, poorly designed exception handling, lack
of architectural and design skill. Consider the early Microsoft implementation of Crispin Cowan StackGuard [15]
in Visual C++.Net and Visual C++ version 7; it was intended to guard against buffer overflow, but it turned out to
be vulnerable and easily defeated [37] due to lack of knowledge of already discovered early StackGuard implementation problems.
SBST has already proved successful in many test applications [48]. Search based approaches date back to the mid
1970s [52] and have also been applied to tackle buffer overflow [29], SQL injection [50, 51] and privilege escalation
detection [50], protocol testing [25, 46], robustness testing
[24], Intrusion Detection System (IDS) design and testing
[18, 19, 31].
This paper has a twofold goal; first it aims to provide
an overview of recent achievements in SBSE and related
techniques to target software vulnerabilities. Second and
more importantly it demonstrates that there remain many
interesting and challenging research and practical problems
in testing for vulnerability detection.
Finally, despite foreseeable SBST/SBSec advancements,
it pays to be cautious; paradoxically, the absence of software vulnerability does not reduce security risk. Security is
not limited to a program in isolation, a given environment
or network configuration. A recent NIST technical guide to
information security testing and assessment [57] lists penetration testing [4]. Penetration testing mimics a real-world
attack and can be conducted in many different ways. As the
guide points out it may include non technical attacks related
to social engineering. For example, a tester (or attacker) can
call a help desk, and posing as a user, ask for a password reset. An attacker may walk into a room and install a keylogging device or steal a hard disk. Security is a more general
concept with profound implications ranging from physical
localization and building structure to facility access control,
system and system security architecture, network connec2

that is a weaker condition simply associated with a buffer
index out of range but necessarily associated with more severe forms of buffer overflow.
The term “buffer overflow prone software” indicates
software in which some buffer overflow may occur; “vulnerable statements” refers to buffer operations that may access memory locations out of the buffer bounds; and “vulnerable buffers” refers to buffers whose bounds may be
overrun at some “vulnerable statements”.
The term “buffer overflow revealing data” refers to input data that cause a program execution to reach a buffer
overflow condition. Clearly, to obtain buffer overflow, the
appropriate conjunction of “buffer overflow revealing data”
and “buffer overflow prone software” has to occur.
Consider the simple C program of Figure 1. strcpy
and strcat are POSIX functions that accept two parameters; the strcpy copies the content of the second parameter into the first, strcat concatenates the second passed
parameter to the first.
If the program of Figure 1 is executed passing as parameter an integer (argc equal to 2), statements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,
12 and 13 are executed. This test input data exercises line
4 strcpy. When executed passing as parameter an integer followed by a string (argc equal to 3) both line 4 and
7 vulnerable statements are exercised. This second set of
input data not only forces the execution of more vulnerable
statements but also executes several times strcat at line
7, potentially generating a buffer overrun.
There are several approaches to protect or identify buffer
overrun vulnerabilities which can be divided into two large
categories: static approaches and dynamic checks.
Static code analysis tools such as RatScan 6 (a graphical
front end to RATS) or the freely available splint [22, 42]
identify a set of vulnerable statements. splint detects both
stack and heap-based buffer overflow vulnerability. It produces warnings whenever a vulnerable library function is
called; buffer overflow vulnerable functions include function manipulating strings (e.g., strcpy, strcat) and reading
inputs into buffers (e.g., gets). These tools tend to be conservative and thus generate a high number of false positives.
CodeSonar7 from Grammatech is a sophisticated analysis tool for detecting bugs that can pinpoint among other
defects buffer overrun and thus help in identifying software
vulnerabilities. Interestingly, it allows for a tuning of false
positive rates via configuration of different accuracy levels
of performed static analyses.
FLF Finder [16] is a tool developed to automate the detection of high-risk functions. It focuses on functions that
are likely to be the source of security vulnerabilities. However, the existence of such a tool is predicated on the ability
to characterize a function’s security vulnerability likelihood.

tivity and server redundancies, personnel screening, and so
on.
1: int main (int argc, char **argv){
2:
char buff[BUFSIZ];
3:
int how_many = atoi(argv[1]), p=0, w=0;
4:
strcpy(buff,argv[0]);
5:
if (argc==3){
6:
for (p=0; p< how_many; p++)
7:
strcat(buff,argv[2]);
8:
} else if (argc>3){
9:
for (p=0; p< how_many; p++)
10:
for (w=2; w< argc; w++)
11:
strcat(buff,argv[w]);
}
12: printf("Buffer: %s\n",buff);
13: exit(0);
}

Figure 1. Example of C code prone to buffer
overflow.

2 State of the art
Recently Mitre Corporation2 and SANS3 (SysAdmin,
Audit, Network, Security) Institute, a security research center, published a list of 25 most dangerous programming errors leading to software vulnerability. This list is the result
of collaboration between Mitre (Mitre Common Weakness
Enumeration - CWE4 ), SANS(Top 20 attack vectors 5 ) and
many experts in security worldwide. A few examples of
common weaknesses are improper user validation (CWE20), failure to preserve SQL query structure (CWE-89), failure to constrain operations within the bounds of a memory buffer (CWE-119), improper access control (CWE-285)
and hard-coded password (CWE-259). Surprisingly, buffer
overflow and SQL injection according to Mitre, SANS and
other sources [12, 13, 65] are the two vulnerabilities causing most attacks (CWE-20,CWE-89,CWE-119). Like many
other types of vulnerability, they are rooted in programmers’ bad habit of trusting user provided input and/or not
carefully designing exception handling.

2.1 Buffer overflow (CWE-119, CWE-20)
Buffer overflow is essentially an unwanted bad memory usage vulnerability where an application accesses and
usually writes critical memory locations. It is important to
distinguish between the following related problems [29]:
(a) buffer overflow that causes a security failure, (b) buffer
overflow that causes a program failure such as a program
crash (with no further consequences), and (c) buffer overrun
2 http://cwe.mitre.org/top25/
3 http://www.sans.org/top25errors/
4 http://cwe.mitre.org

6 http://www.beetlesoft.com

5 http://www.sans.org/top20/

7 http://www.grammatech.com/products/codesonar/
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• scg is the statement coverage ratio;

The main hypothesis is that functions near a source of input
are most likely to contain a security vulnerability.
Dynamic boundary checks are native to modern programming languages such as Java. Obviously the appropriate exception handling code must be written to fully take
advantage of this feature. Dynamic boundary checks can
also be performed via extra code added by the compiler in
languages such as C or C++ lacking this functionality. Indeed, compiler based techniques are available to virtually
eliminate buffer overflow vulnerabilities with only modest performance penalties. For example, stackguard [15]
is a patch to gcc that enhances the generated executable
code. Extra code added by the compiler detects and thwarts
buffer-overflow attacks against the stack.
All the above available tools and approaches help either
a priori (e.g., RATSCAN, splint, CodeSonar) or at run time
(stackguard) to identify buffer overflow. The main drawback is that they do not provide input data leading to the
vulnerability exposure and thus the developer is left alone
to understand and verify how buffer overflow can happen
and to devise test input data leading to the vulnerability exposure.
SBST can be easily tailored to generate test input data
exposing buffer overrun [29]. A fitness function to expose buffer overrun vulnerabilities needs to include some
key components. It should include some form of statement
coverage but should favor the coverage of vulnerable statements such as strcpy and strcat. The number of executions
of vulnerable statements is other information that can guide
the search; the more we execute risky statements the more
likely we are to expose a vulnerability.
A further heuristic for improving the fitness function
comes from the use of control flow graph unconstrained
nodes [49]. Unconstrained nodes do not dominate or postdominate other nodes. Intuitively, test cases covering unconstrained nodes constitute a reduced set of test cases required to meet statement coverage criteria. Unconstrained
nodes are often associated with statements more deeply
nested in the control flow graph. Going back to Figure
1 source code, to execute instruction 11, we need to pass
at least three parameters, for example, an integer and two
strings. This is the only way to cover the definition - use
relation between the passed values of argv at line 1 of the
main and the use of argv and its content at instruction 11.
Finally, a fitness function should explicitly use information on buffer boundaries. Overall, as proposed [30] a suitable fitness function, referred to as Basic Boundary Fitness
(BBF), can be composed as:
F (g)

=
w3

• vcovg is the vulnerable statement coverage ratio;
• kg is the number of executions of vulnerable statements and has to be logarithmically rescaled to avoid
its excessive dominance over other factors;
• w1 , w2 , w3 and w4 are real, positive weights, indicating the contribution of each factor to the overall fitness
function; and
• SBi is the size of the i-th buffer in the function under test, and L(g)i,j is the upper limit of the buffer accessed at the j−th iteration when executing the current
test case.
Although this first fitness function performs well, it
is not amenable to complete automation. Indeed, test
data generation and buffer overrun verification are distinct
phases, and both should be automated, including the optimization of weights. When buffer overrun occurs the
term maxi {minj (L(g)i,j − SBi )} is positive; making
maxi {minj (L(g)i,j − SBi )} positive means maximizing
maxi {minj (L(g)i,j )}, in other words, reading or writing
as close as possible (and above) the buffer limits. Overall
the above fitness function can be rewritten as:
F (g)

w1 · scg + w2 · log(kg ) · vcovg +
(1)
·nestingg + w4 · maxi {minj (L(g)i,j − SBi )}

=
w3

w1 · scg + w2 · log(kg ) · vcovg +
(2)
·nestingg + w4 · maxi {minj (L(g)i,j )}

This fitness will be referred to as Dynamic Weight Fitness (DWF); DWF term maxi {minj (L(g)i,j )} is non negative; thus weight determination can be restated as a linear
optimization problem (see [29]) over a sample of test input data. The main advantage of this formulation is that no
manual intervention is required, so the test input data generation process can be fully automated.
The difference in complexity and performance between
BBF and DWF is substantial. Figures 2 and 3 report box
plots of buffer overrun events for two suites of applications.
Reported results correspond to experiments replicated ten
times; each time data were collected, in particular the generation at which the buffer overrun was discovered and execution time. The first set of applications, Figures 2, comprises
an FTP client8 (FTP-client) which is representative of network applications. The Print Directory 9 (PD) is a command
line file system listing utility which is an alternative to the
Unix ls shell command. Finally, the Super Spell Checker
& Translator 10 (SSCT) is a command-line utility that takes
a single word, checks spelling, takes the result(s), and then
8 http://freshmeat.net/projects/cmdftp/
9 http://users.foxvalley.net/∼sfehrman/pd

where for the test input datum g (i.e., individual g):

10 http://www.progsoc.uts.edu.au/∼jedd/ssct
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Figure 2. FTP client, PD, SSCT BBF and DWF
box plots of buffer overrun events.

Figure 3. WU-FTPD and BIND box plots of
buffer overrun events.

translates it. The functions, readline tab (FTP-client), display directories (PD) and init (SSCT) are used as unit under
test.
BBF and DWF are also compared, Figures 3, on two
more programs; the first is BIND, which is probably the
most widely used DNS server, while the second, WUFTPD, is a popular ftp daemon. BIND and WU-FTPD were
previously used to compare vulnerability detection tools by
R. Lippman at MIT Lincoln Laboratory [70].

pletely eliminates the subjectivity of tester from the loop
since there is no need for manual parameter tuning. Thus,
an expert and a novice tester will obtain the same results
with very similar effort when testing the same code. This
is likely a more general property; in fact, whenever SBSec
techniques can be applied to vulnerability detection, they
probably reduce the gap of performance between experts
and novices.

2.2 SQL injection (CWE-89, CWE-20)
Threats identified in the selected functions are reported in
Table 1 with a summary description of the unsafe operation and the Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE)
identifiers.
In both experiments, Figures 2 and 3, DWF outperforms
BBF. Despite the effort to manually optimize BBF weights,
the fully automated and more complex approach is substantially faster. Similar results are obtained for buffer overflow,
see [29] for more details. These results point to an interesting engineering challenge between resources needed to develop a sophisticated tool and the gain in effort and performance achieved later on with respect to simpler approaches.
DWF is between four to five time faster on average in terms
of number of generations and also in computation time. On
the other hand, on the two test sets, BBF never takes longer
than ten minutes on a dual core laptop to expose a vulnerability. This is an acceptable time in most situations.
However, DWF offers a further, hidden, benefit; it com-

Many web applications accept interactions from users
and perform some accesses to databases (DBs) based on assumptions about legitimate input and code that are used to
build SQL queries. These applications are possibly vulnerable to SQL-injection attacks [3, 37], which rely on some
weak validation of the textual input that is somehow used
to compose SQL queries. In some specific contexts, maliciously crafted input that contains SQL instructions or fragments produces queries whose semantics are different from
those intended and may threaten the security policies of the
underlying databases.
For example, in Figure 4 Java code excerpt, no verification is performed on user supplied fields (i.e., username
and userpass) and a userpass string such as hello OR ′ 1 =
1′ ; drop table users; can possibly destroy valuable information. Incidentally, Figure 4 fragment was extracted by
a real Java servlet written for an on-line SOCCER labora5

Program
BIND
WU-FTPD/f1
WU-FTPD/f2
WU-FTPD/f3

Reference
CA-1999-14
CVE-1999-0878
CA-2003-0466
CVE-1999-0368

Reason
Size of arg of memcopy not checked
Several strcpy calls without bounds check
Wrong size check in one if
Several strcpy, strcat calls without bounds check

Table 1. BIND and WU-FTPD identified threats
tory application by software engineering students. Clearly,
software engineering students must think about the consequences of vulnerabilities and defensive programming. Defensive programming and input validation aim to prevent
the insertion of “malicious” strings into SQL queries. Unfortunately they may be sensitive to new patterns of attacks
against which defenses were not planned. Furthermore, defensive programming may be better suited to new development and less to protection of legacy systems.

machines or to grammars. Clearly, creating and maintaining an exhaustive black list is a difficult task and thus white
lists are preferable. Both black and white lists are sensitive to obsolescence of checks over time. As the application
evolves, new legitimate interactions may be added to an application and lists must be updated.
Mixed static and dynamic approaches try to get the most
out of the two strategies. In the static part, source code, data
base schema and available information are used to build
models of legitimate queries i.e., the white list.
For example, AMNESIA [33] is a tool for SQL-injection
protection that uses model-based security by combining
static and dynamic analysis of Java applications. AMNESIA builds a static model of legitimate SQL queries that can
be generated by Java applications using Java string analysis
[11].
The white list strategy has been the focus of several research papers with differences in the way in which white
list was implemented, or input analyzed and validated; refer
to [8, 14, 28, 47] for a more comprehensive view.
SQL queries that do not include user input or that cannot
be reached by user input are intrinsically safe. This observation leads to a different prevention strategy based on the
concept of “tainted/untainted” information. For example,
WebSSARI is a tool [39] that performs flow Sensitive Type
Based static analysis on PHP applications. Vulnerable sections of code are instrumented with run time guards against
user induced SQL-injections and cross site scripting. WebSSARI uses a Perl-like two-level “tainted/untainted” type
system defined for user input; more precisely, it implements a type-aware improvement of tainted/untainted (e.g.,
tainted-string, tainted-integer, etc.).
The tainted - untainted approach was recently extended
to positive tainting of legitimate queries by Halfond et al
[32, 35]. Positive tainting as opposed to traditional tainting
identifies and tracks trusted rather than untrusted information, i.e., it is inspired by white list philosophy. The WASP
(Web Application SQL-injection Preventer) tool uses SQL
syntax aware evaluation coupled with the concept of positive tainting at character level to identify at run time legitimate queries belonging to a conceptual white list; it is
conceptual in that no real white list exists in WASP.
SBSec and SBST have been almost absent in the SQLinjection arena. Test data generation for web applications
or data bases has not yet exploited the powerful concept of
SBST. Clearly much more can be done by the SBSec/SBST

public boolean userExists(HttpServletRequest req,
HttpServletResponse resp)
throws ServletException, IOException {
Connection conn = null;
Statement stmt = null;
ResultSet rs = null;
String username = req.getParameter("Username");
String userpass = req.getParameter("Userpass");
String query =
new String("Select * from users where user_name = ’"
+ username
+ "’ and user_passwd=’"
+ userpass + "’" );
/* data base connection code */
...
/* query execution */
try {
...
stmt = conn.createStatement();
rs = stmt.executeQuery(query);
if (rs.next())
return true;
...
} catch(Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}

Figure 4. Excerpt of Java code prone to SQL
injection.
Available vulnerability protection and detection strategies can be categorized into dynamic or mixed (static and
dynamic) approaches. Dynamic approaches check at run
time the legitimacy of user supplied input; they can be further subdivided into two main families: black list and white
list [37]. In a black or white list approach, queries are compared with known examples. The black list approach discards inputs leading to queries listed in the black list. On
the other hand, only queries appearing in the white list are
executed in a white list based approach. Black and white
list implementation ranges from a simple table to finite state
6

power of random test input data generation improves and
becomes competitive with other testing strategies.
As in traditional testing the same difference between
black and white box approaches also exists also in robustness and security testing; see for example a black box approaches [24] versus white box random testing [25, 26].
Random testing coupled with code instrumentation and
constraint programming (i.e., white box random testing or
white box fuzz) outperforms fuzz testing [25, 26].
Recently, Silvan Marquis et al. [46] took a new perspective. They approached robustness testing of applications via
syntax base testing [5] a form of black box testing. Instead
of the traditional approach, they observed that application
communication protocols are often as complex as programming languages; they extended the Abstract Syntax Notation one (ASN.1) and defined a structure and context sensitive language (SCL) to model application level constraints
on the syntax of protocol data unit. SCL can be used to
model syntax of application protocols, semantic and constraints and let testers work at higher levels of abstraction,
closer to the protocol specification level. Once a SCL abstraction is obtained, it can be used to mutate data of previous sessions captured by sniffing tools. SCL is part of a
robustness testing project called Protocol Tester [46].
These concepts are powerful and many SBSec applications are possible. For example, SBST can be plugged into
a protocol model creating a hybridization similar to [25, 26].

community; all the necessary tools are available. Static
source analysis tools can instrument source code and identify injection points; level and branch distances can be
adapted to target the risky nodes; SQL grammars can be
used to mutate user input to generate syntactically correct
SQL queries. Indeed, it is hard to understand why tools
such as WASP, AMNESIA or WebSSARI are not complemented by tool testing robustness to SQL injection.

2.3 Privilege Escalation
CWE-259)

Testing

(CWE-285,

In [50, 51] privilege escalation is modeled as an insider
threat. Nodes and transitions in an inter-procedural control flow graph are classified into authorization granting
levels and/or tagged with a required level of authorization.
Clearly, to perform an operation in a node with an authorization level aLev (or to traverse a transition requiring authorization level aLev ) an authorization level equal or higher
should reach the node (transition). If a path is detected
from a lower authorization level to a higher one, this indicates a possible privilege escalation vulnerability. The
drawback is that the approach is a static and actually false
positives exist. In an unpublished experiment the same authors of [50, 51] used random test data generation to detect privilege escalation in version 2.0.0 of phpBB11 . SQL
queries were captured, randomly mutated and seeded into
phpBB. Even this simply search strategy was able to reveal privilege escalation threats. Random performance can
probably improve via SBST; for example, a search heuristics can be coupled with the knowledge of statically identified authorization vulnerable nodes to force path execution
through those nodes via level and branch distance fitnesses.

2.5 Intrusion Detection Systems
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are software applications that identify and prevent possible misuse of a computerized system. Broadly speaking, they can be divided into
two groups: signature based IDS, often dedicated to network and network traffic analysis, and anomaly-based IDS,
tailored for detecting anomalous, usually process, activities
(see for example [17]).
The first group includes IDS such as the open source
SNORT 12 or Cisco IDS family 13 . CFengine 14 with the
daemon cfenvd or RRDTOOL15 are examples of activity and log analysis tools that can be configured to act as
anomaly-based IDS. The main advantage of signature based
IDS is that they are fast and often non intrusive, as they
can run on a devoted host to sniff and analyze LAN traffic.
Their weaknesses is that, being rule based, they fall short
in detecting unknown types of attacks. On the other hand,
the strength of anomaly-based approaches is their ability to
identify unknown attacks. However, since they analyze log
files and pattern of system calls, or in general, process and

2.4 Robustness (Fuzz) and Penetration Testing
As stated in the introduction, penetration testing mimics a real-world attack [57]. There are two main categories:
robustness testing and social engineering, non technical attacks. Our focus here is on the technical issues and robustness test to prove that an application is resilient to malformed inputs, incorrect protocol data sequence, or unspecified and ambiguous packet formats (e.g., the old Christmas
tree attack) or robust under high load (denial-of-service attacks).
Random testing is one of the traditional weapons used
to perform robustness testing [4, 24, 57]. It is often referred to as black box fuzz or fuzz testing. However, the
simple uniform sampling on program input space in several
experiments was able to detect only between 40% and 90 %
of defects [9, 61]. When coupled with operational profiles
[61] or with clever generation heuristics [9], fault revealing

12 http://www.snort.org/
13 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/secursw/ps2113
14 http://www.cfengine.org/

11 http://www.phpbb.com/

15 http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/
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user activities, they tend to add extra loads to hosts where
they are deployed.
There is no perfect solution and both approaches require
a compromise between type I and type II errors. A type I
error in this context is a false positive, an alarm not corresponding to an attack; a type II error leads to a more risky
situation since it corresponds to an undetected attack.
Biologically inspired paradigms such as genetic algorithms (e.g., [10, 60]) and immune systems (e.g., [38, 31])
have been used to design and develop both types of IDS.
IDS type I and II errors are usually evaluated on labeled
traffic data, typically the DARPA Lincoln Laboratory data
set.
The problem of detecting unforeseen intrusion attacks
has also been tackled by genetic programming (see for example [44]). Instead of using chromosomes to model packets of traffic data or rules, more complex structures such as
trees can be used as in [44] to model IDS rules and generate
new rules. These are then evaluated on a subset of unused
traffic data containing both legitimate traffic and previously
unseen attacks.
Indeed, evaluation data is one of the weaknesses of IDS
testing and one area where SBSec can contribute. These
data sets are difficult to collect and label, but traffic data can
be easily generated. For example, by adapting approaches
such as white box fuzz [25, 26] and syntax based testing
[46] to protocol description, legitimate as well as incorrect
or attack like data can be generated. This data can be used
alone or merged with sniffed traffic to create mutated data
sets to assess robustness of application or the ability of IDSs
to detect unforeseen patterns.

On the other extreme, consider the password cracking
problem. For example, Unix/Linux passwords are encoded
by the DES (the Digital Encryption Standard) algorithm.
Actually, a conceptually modified version in which the sequence of characters stored in the operating system files
is the public key while the actual user password is the
private key. This latter fact makes SBSec approaches to
password cracking very hard or non competitive with brute
force strategies. Indeed, they likely degenerate into random
search since there is no guidance: either the search hits the
password or it fails. There is no intermediate state between
success (decrypted) and failure; the landscape of a search
space is flat with just one success point, the exact character
string matching the user password.
The situation may be different if instead of a single password the task is to crack a set of passwords from the same
organization and selected by people of the same geographic
area and homogeneous culture. Password cracking systems
such as John the Ripper 16 use a huge dictionary and apply
smart algorithms to search for hits. They also define rules
on how input dictionary words should be transformed, concatenated, or altered. People in the same organization and
geographical region may use common rules to create the
password such as appending a punctuation sign prefixed by
a number or date, adding the name of a football player to the
date of birth of a relative, and so on. If there is a population
of transformations and alteration rules evolving from an initial population of well known alterations, a fitness function
can promote rules generating sequences of characters (starting from the dictionary) cracking one or more passwords.
In essence, foreseeable limitations are mostly due to the
structure of the problem, the associated search landscape,
and the cost of acquiring and encoding problem and domain
knowledge.
Overall, there is no single answer when considering what
to break, how to do it, and what to do to improve existing approaches and technologies. Although there are some open
research questions specific to test input data generation for
vulnerability exposure, most of them are of a wider scope
and pertain to the widest SBST research community.

3 Open Challenges
Search based software engineering is such a general,
powerful and flexible strategy that it is hard to imagine
problems, vulnerabilities or tasks where it cannot be applied.
However, fundamental to any search based problem reformulation is the need to choose the most promising solution in a set. This may help to decide when a problem is
very complex or easily tackled via SBSec. To automatically
select the better solution, optimization approaches use a fitness function that encodes domain and problem knowledge.
Domain and problem knowledge may be hard to model. If
we need to test a network application for robustness, we
may transform test data generation into syntax testing [46],
apply genetic programming to the protocol representation,
and promote test data making the network application to
consume more resources. The knowledge required, i.e.,
protocol encoding, is general enough to be reused and easily encoded into a grammar so the development of fitness
component (i.e., the protocol grammar) is justified.

3.1 What To Break?
First and foremost, vulnerability is a system wise concept and ultimately it is the system that should be resilient
to attacks. Hackers and attacks do not follow guidelines or
rules; the only valid rule is that there is no rule. Attacks can
be performed at any level and by all means; thus the SBSec
community should apply the same strategy. No matter the
component level (function, method, class or subsystem) or
types of input parameters, SBSec researchers should devise
16 http://www.openwall.com/john/
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using a character ordinal distance performs the best. As
noticed in [2], input strings are often derived from English
terms and sometimes loosely based on English grammar.
Thus, one way to improve search performances could be to
incorporate some linguistic structures in the string generation and transformation processes. What types of linguistic
knowledge, structure and model work best is another interesting research question. At the lowest level, dictionaries and thesauri could be useful. For example, in password
cracking, large multi-language dictionaries are often the key
to success. At higher level statistic language models such as
n-gram [56, 59] may be used to enforce a tighter linguistic
structure in the generated character sequences.
A further challenge is posed by multi-language applications where user input strings can be written in any known
language; for example, in the European Community, web
applications should be able to handle all the official languages. It is worth noticing that an attacker can use any
language but virtually no work exists on generating test input string in languages such as French, Italian, or Spanish.
The dynamic structure, whatever the stored data, is another SBST sub area where interesting research questions
remain unanswered. Indeed, only very recently have approaches such as the Concolic testing [25, 40, 45, 58] and
hill climbing [41] been used in the presence of dynamic
structures. Concolic testing requires symbolic execution
and the use of a constraint solver. Scalability and system
level testing is unclear; under some specific circumstances
data generation via constraint solver degenerates into random search. On the other hand, hill climbing is a local
search method prone to local optima that does not necessarily explore the search space efficiently. Challenges range
from how a fitness function or a neighborhood should be
defined to which are the best operators to apply or how domain and problem knowledge can be incorporated into the
search process. On the practical side, scalability, efficiency
and robustness are key issues.
SQL injection depends on user trusted input and, of
course, on the structure of the data base underlying the web
application. Testing data bases is a research area; however, here the goal is to integrate knowledge of application
(e.g., the fact that it is a multi-tier architecture) and database
structure to expose SQL injection. SQL queries are strings,
but generated strings seeded into the database, and queries
must follow SQL syntax and should also embed SQL fragments potentially leading to vulnerability exposure. This in
turn opens another interesting practical question on fitness
or distance definition, i.e., how should fitness between generated queries, traversed code, collected information and returned answers be defined so that the search will efficiently
generate and expose an SQL injection attack.
Finally, another interesting open problem is how to define the limit between complexity of data types and data

approaches to expose vulnerabilities. In hackers’ philosophy, binary code is as good as the source code and any approach, knowledge or tool to crash the application, escalate
privilege, or access protected resources can be exploited.
For example, on Unix machines buffers have a default size,
a multiple of some constant (usually defined via the macro
BUFSIZ). Also, memory allocation via sbrk C wrapper is
a multiple of a fixed quantity (often 4094). To crash the
program in Figure 1, this knowledge can easily be incorporated into a test data generation process by initializing a
string population with individuals longer than BUFSIZ.
Binary instrumentation technology and tools exist, see
for example the Valgrind17 tool suite, but virtually no work
has addressed the problem of generating test input data
starting from binaries. This is surprising since from a practical standpoint only the binary may be available. In such
a case, SBST researchers could resort to tool sets similar
to those used by hackers: binary debuggers, code reverse
engineering, dynamic linked library hacking, binary instrumentation, or processor emulation.

3.2 System Wide Test
SBST has been very successful in generating test input
data at function method or class level. Techniques and approaches developed at the component level for traditional
white and black box criteria can be adapted to vulnerability
testing. This is the main idea applied in [29] where SBST
statement coverage strategy was adopted for buffer overrun
exposure. However, vulnerabilities may depend on the interaction of different components. SBST system wide approaches in testing for vulnerability exposure are limited to
[50, 51]. Also, since any SQL injection protection system
works at system level, it is hard to understand why tools,
approaches and publications exist for both Java and PHP
to protect against SQL injection, while virtually none exist on the test input data generation to expose SQL injection. In the same way, only a limited body of work exists
[62, 63, 64] specifically targeting exceptions such as numeric overflow or underflow, division by zero, or the more
traditional buffer overflow.

3.3 Data Types
When input data are numeric, several mutation,
crossover and initialization strategies are available (see for
example [23, 27]). The same is no longer true for string data
type, pointers, structures or objects and only a few contributions exist [2, 41]. Recently Alshraideh and Botacci elaborated on the search space of strings and operators for string
manipulation in SBST [2]. Among the many possible string
distances [55], they reported that a modified edit distance
17 http://valgrind.org/
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searches the input space for data points leading to singularities in the output and unpredicted and unwanted behaviors.
SBST has been applied to the problem of exception raising
by John Clark and his colleagues at the University of York
[62, 63, 64]. Implicit condition leading to exception (e.g.,
division by zero, integer or real exceptions) are explicitly
modeled via source code transformations (i.e., adding else
branches); in this clever approach the problem of exception raising is transformed into a branch coverage problem.
Clark applied simulation annealing and genetic algorithm
and results have been reported for programs up to about 600
lines. Conceptually, there is no reason why the approach
could not be extended to larger chunks of code although the
program transformation task can be at the minimum very
complex and challenging [1]. For example one of the challenges identified by Harman in his 2008 keynote was: can
we decompose hard exception conditions into a series of
easier conditions?
Once a unit under test has been selected, a technique
to reduce the program input domain [36] can be adopted
to simplify the program before source code transformation;
this also has the advantage of reducing the search space dimension and speeding up the search. However, from a practical standpoint, it remains unclear how large and complex
C functions, say with 20 or plus parameters and a cyclomatic complexity above 100, can be transformed and tested.
Test data generation to raise exceptions tied to numeric or
logical values are reasonably well understood, but certain
types of exceptions are due to pointers, memory management, and dynamic structures, and authors have only recently addressed relatively close challenges in [41].
Overall, the problem can be exacerbated by the fact that
we almost never have guidance to decide “when enough is
enough” and we may be testing for something that is simply
impossible to attain due to physical or domain constraints or
defensive programming.
A type of attack conceptually related to exception raising
is the denial-of-service (DoS) attack. A DoS attack does
not necessarily require an exception; it is characterized by
an explicit attempt to prevent legitimate users of a service
from accessing it. For example, the disk area can be used
to store illegal material, the network can be flooded, or the
attack target can be the consumption of limited and scarce
resources. Temporal testing [7, 68, 69] can be extended to
model certain types of DoS. For example, one may want to
prove that the CPU, the memory, or other scarce resources
will always be available for the most critical processes in
the system.
Penetration testing, for example, flooding a LAN to simulate a DoS attack may not be the easiest and best way to
apply SBSec to DoS. Incidentally, it may also be a way to
run into trouble with colleagues or the network administrator. However, one may be interested in testing critical

types manipulation functions and the SBST gain in effort
saving (see the need of a compromise between BBF and
DWF). Consider the old Acrobat 5 security vulnerability
SA8739, released 07-05-2003, which was caused by an
error in the JavaScript engine. A malicious user could
have exploited this by crafting a special PDF document.
The probability of randomly generating such a particular
PDF document is virtually zero. Complexity to manipulate
PDF documents may not justify the investment in applying
SBST, but this is a very general question that applies to any
testing automation technology. There is always a trade-off
between the cost of adopting a technology and the benefits
gained.

3.4 When Enough is Enough
Any white box test adequacy criterion has the indubitable advantage of a clear, well understood and easy measure of how close we are to reaching our testing goal. Once
we have covered all branches, we know that all statements
have also been covered; if we cover 90 % of branches we
know we still have to cover 10 % of edges. White box testing makes it easy to check stopping criteria; unfortunately,
there is no one to one relation between achieved coverage
and detected defects.
Empirical studies provide evidence on the fault revealing power of different white box coverage criteria [54]. Of
course, this and similar studies are done in vitro (i.e., in a
controlled environment), but according to the findings [54],
we may expect more defect revealing power from data dependency criteria with respect to statement or branch coverage. Nevertheless programmers remain uncertain whether
they have run enough test cases to discover enough or all
defects.
Statistical testing [53] builds models to estimate software
reliability and predict the number of remaining undiscovered defects. Other techniques such as the capture-recapture
approaches [6, 21, 66, 67] applied to inspections attempt to
find out how many defects are still hidden in the system.
When applying SBST, researchers and practitioners are
left wondering if they have generated enough test input data
for a specific goal. In such a case even an estimated upper
bound can be useful. For example no regression test case
selection can rely on Chernoff bound [43] to get an estimate of reliability confidence level. Similar bounds could
help programmers to decide when enough data have been
generated or if the risk of a vulnerability slipped into code
is acceptable.

3.5 Exception Raising and Singularities Search
Ultimately certain families of exploits (e.g., buffer overflow) rely on exceptions causing unplanned behavior. SBST
10

meaningful way to advance the field and the acceptance of
the widest community.

component of an operating system under different stress and
loading condition. One of the features of Unix is that once
a process obtains a chunk of memory, it is never returned to
the operating system until the process ends. Thus, for example, SBST can be applied to test if a malicious user can craft
process generation or memory allocation strategies leading
to a DoS like situation. Clearly, a simulated in vitro environment must be instantiated via virtual machines or on a
sub-network isolated from the outside world.

3.7 Developing the Very Best Environment
The SBST and SBSec communities should address the
difficulties when striving to make software more robust and
resilient to attacks by developing more cost-effective vulnerability detection approaches. More specifically, SBSec
researchers should develop sophisticated tools for the effective planning, management and implementation of software penetration testing, and vulnerability detection and robustness testing for sizable applications and systems. These
tools should be very easy to use; they should pass an equivalent for computer science of the ”mom test”; if my 80-year
old mom does not adopt a technology, you lose an important market share, and your technology is likely not to be
mature. Similarly, if programmers and managers do not
adopt what we develop in our laboratories, then we have
a problem. Indeed, one of the key indicators of a mature
technology is the ease of use for both non-experts and professionals. Finally, we should strive to make the tools as
independent as possible from the skill of the tester so that
that both a novice and an expert will obtain identical or very
similar results. Tool for stress testing, penetration testing,
and buffer overflow detection can help to free valuable resources from the task of identifying most easily detected
vulnerabilities and concentrate on more challenging tasks,
such as code reviews or IDS alarm auditing where the judgment of the expert is vital and will never be substituted by a
software application.
SBSec tool development is no longer an impossible, extremely expensive or very difficult task. Eclipse has given
to the software engineering community a tremendous opportunity to set the stage for profound revolution. Technology transfer from research to market depends on several factors such as the domain e.g., automotive versus information
technologies, the regulations e.g., food and drug administration, the market opportunity e.g., lacking of competitive
technologies. Eclipse integrates software analysis research
ideas useful for any test data generation algorithm; its open
framework architecture makes it easy to implement and deploy new plugins. By relying on the Eclipse infrastructure
to develop our SBSec plugins and make them available over
the network, the technology transfer can be substantially
shortened and likely measured in years instead of decades.

3.6 The Very Best Search Strategy
The optimization community has developed several biology inspired optimization paradigms from genetic to
memetic algorithms, ant colonies, particle swarm optimization, artificial immune systems, or bee colonies. Plus, the
SBST community can rely on other search strategies such
as simple hill climbing, simulation annealing, estimation of
distribution algorithm, or tabu search. New heuristics and
search strategies are likely to be developed, thus increasing
the army of researchers; however, this is also a source of
possible confusion by comparing very different things.
If we consider the number of possible optimization
strategies and the number of possible applications to detect
vulnerabilities, it is unclear what would be the best search
strategy for a given testing problem. The testing community
mitigates this problem via the software-artifact infrastructure repository (SIR)18 . Security related issues and vulnerabilities are documented by government agencies (see for
example Mitre Corporation or the SANS Institution.
Unfortunately, at the time of writing, the SBSec community lacks a similar resource, a set of vulnerable applications to be used as a benchmark in comparing different
techniques and approaches. One way to compare would be
to rely, for example, on the set of Unix applications collected by R. Lippman at MIT Lincoln Laboratory19. The
suite comprises widely used open source programs: BIND,
WU-FTPD and SENDMAIL. BIND is probably the most
widely used DNS server; WU-FTPD is a popular ftp daemon; SENDMAIL is the most widely used mail transport
agent. Several serious vulnerabilities have been identified
in these programs. Indeed, these applications have been
documented as vulnerable and have been previously used
[70] to evaluate the ability of static tools to detect security
risks. However, these are C buffer overflow prone applications and the SBSec community needs to cover a larger
variety of threats, languages and domains.
Overall, the SBST community should focus on the challenging task of defining a common set of utilities, tasks and
problems to compare different approaches in a sound and

4 Conclusion
The widespread adoption of computerized systems and
the role played by software applications in our society
makes it increasingly important to ensure high dependability. Although SBST application to expose software vulner-

18 http://sir.unl.edu/portal/index.html
19 http://www.ll.mit.edu/IST/corpora.html
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abilities is a relatively young field, the potential in term of
benefits is enormous.
Every day new applications are developed, old software
is modified and a huge amount of software needs to be
tested. Network applications and operating systems are exposed to malicious attacks and SBST/SBSec can contribute
to exposing vulnerability, thus making information more secure and reducing the risk of financial losses or the threats
to vital infrastructures.
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